Each year, the School of Mathematics and Statistics offers a number of Scholarships/Awards to undergraduate students entering the University of New South Wales and enrolling in programs of study which include Mathematics or Statistics majors or study plans. These are reviewed annually, and may be renewed for up to a total of four years. In general the scholarships are worth $5,000 per year unless indicated.

Applicants should note that the scholarships and their conditions (including availability and value) are subject to review and the closing dates or awards may vary from year to year. Scholarships are payable for the duration specified above, subject to the continued satisfactory progress of the recipient as a full-time undergraduate student in the relevant program at UNSW. Visit the UNSW Scholarships website for full details & to apply online www.scholarships.unsw.edu.au.

**WHY UNSW & THE SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS?**

The School is the largest in Australia and attracts many research fellows and visiting mathematicians from all over the world. For many years the School has had outstanding success in attracting Australian Research Council grants.

In 2012, UNSW ranked first in Australia in the 2012 Academic Ranking of World Universities, and was positioned in the top 76-100 band overall. Our QS World University Ranking for 2012 saw the School ranked 44th in the world for Mathematics.
**Undergraduate Scholarships**

**Mathematics & Statistics Rural Student Scholarship - UGCE1079**
$5000 - Tax Exempt for up to 4 years
Residency: Aus Citizen/Aus Permanent Resident
The Scholarship is established to encourage rural students to undertake undergraduate study (including combined degrees) at UNSW with a Mathematics major or study plan.
Applicants must have completed the HSC (or equivalent) in the year prior to the year of the award at a NSW rural High School and be proposing to undertake full-time study in a Bachelor of Science or combined Bachelor of Science program at UNSW, with a major or study plan in Mathematics.
Sydney, the Central Coast, Newcastle, Wollongong, the Blue Mountains and their surrounding areas are not classified as rural for the purposes of this Scholarship.
Recipients must have achieved an ATAR (or equivalent) of at least 95 and a Mathematics Extension I and II total of at least 185.

**Girls Do the Maths Scholarship - UGCE1098**
$5000 - Tax Exempt for up to 4 years
Residency: There are no residency requirements
This Scholarship is established to encourage female students to undertake full-time study at UNSW in a Bachelor of Science or combined Bachelor of Science program at UNSW, with a major or study plan in Mathematics.
Applicants must be currently undertaking the HSC (or equivalent) and proposing to undertake full-time study at UNSW, with a major or study plan in Mathematics. Selection will be based on academic merit, based on ATAR (or equivalent) and Mathematics results. Consideration will also be given to potential to contribute to and participate in the life of the School of Mathematics and Statistics, particularly through their involvement in the 'Girls Do The Maths' programme.

**Mathematics Teachers Scholarship - UGCA1109**
$5000 - Tax Exempt for up to 4 years
Residency: Aus Citizen/Aus Permanent Resident
The Scholarship is established to encourage students to undertake undergraduate study (including combined degrees) at UNSW with a Mathematics major or study plan, and to pursue a career in teaching Mathematics upon completion of their program of study.

**Alma Douglas Scholarship - UGCE1205**
$6000 - Tax Exempt for up to 4 years
The Scholarship is established to encourage outstanding students to undertake full-time study in the Bachelor of Science in Mathematics and Statistics (majoring in Statistics) at UNSW.

**SAS Institute & the School of Mathematics & Statistics Award - UGCA1272**
$2500 - Tax Exempt for up to 4 years
Residency: There are no residency requirements
This Award has been established to encourage students to undertake undergraduate study (including combined degrees) at UNSW with a Mathematics or Statistics major or study plan.
Applicants must have completed the HSC (or equivalent) in the year prior to the year of the award and be proposing to undertake full-time study in a Bachelor of Science or combined Bachelor of Science program at UNSW, with a major or study plan in Mathematics or Statistics.
Applicants who have undertaken a gap year immediately following completion of their HSC and have not commenced tertiary studies will also be considered. This requires the applicant to have completed their HSC (or equivalent) no more than two years prior to the year of the award.
Recipients must have achieved an ATAR (or equivalent) of at least 98 and a Mathematics Extension I and II total of at least 185.

**School of Mathematics and Statistics Scholarship - UGCA1108**
$5000 - Tax Exempt for up to 4 years
Residency: There are no residency requirements
This Scholarship is established to encourage students to undertake undergraduate study (including combined degrees) at UNSW with a Mathematics major or study plan.

**Statistics Scholarship - UGCA1110**
$5000 - Tax Exempt for up to 4 years
Residency: There are no residency requirements
The Scholarship is established to encourage students to undertake undergraduate study (including combined degrees) at UNSW with a Mathematics major or study plan, particularly in the area of statistics.
Applicants must have completed the HSC (or equivalent) in the year prior to the year of the award and be proposing to undertake full-time study in a Bachelor of Science or combined Bachelor of Science program at UNSW, with a major or study plan in Mathematics.
Recipients must have achieved an ATAR (or equivalent)
of at least 95, (and a Mathematics Extension I and II total of at least 185) and must be undertaking full-time study in a program which includes one of the possible majors or study plan in Statistics.

Joy & Glen McKee Memorial Award for 3rd Year Mathematics - UGCA1325
$5000 - Tax Exempt for 1 year
This Award has been established to foster the study of mathematics relevant to the physical and/or biological sciences. To be eligible for this award, applicants must be entering their 3rd year of their mathematics studies.

Girls’ Realm Guild Award - UGCE1008
$2750 - Tax Exempt for 1 year
Residency: Aus Citizen/Aus Permanent Resident
The Award is specifically aimed at assisting female students who are experiencing financial difficulty and to enable them the opportunity to commence study or to continue their undergraduate studies at UNSW.

Malcolm Chaikin Foundation Scholarship - UGCA1210
$15000 - For up to 4 years
Residency: Aus Citizen
The Scholarship is for high achieving HSC students to study in the fields of Science or Engineering and in Commerce/Science at UNSW.

Alfred & Dorothymay Anderson Scholarship - UGCA1042
$6000 - For up to 4 years
Residency: Aus Citizen/Aus Permanent Resident
The Scholarship has been established to encourage students, high school leavers and first year students to undertake the Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Education program at UNSW.

Honours Scholarships

School of Mathematics & Statistics Honours Year Scholarship - UGCA1255
Covers CSP payment for the Honours year
This Award is to encourage outstanding students to undertake a Honours Year Program in the School of Mathematics & Statistics at UNSW. The Award will cover the CSP payment for the Honours Year in the School of Mathematics and Statistics and is open to appropriately qualified students from all approved universities in Australia and overseas. A student may not receive the Award if they are in receipt of any other award or scholarship of greater value.

Dean’s Honours Year Scholarship in Science - UGCA1083
$2500 - Tax Exempt for 1 year
Residency: There are no residency requirements
This scholarship was established to support outstanding students undertaking study at Honours level in the Faculty of Science. Selection is based on academic merit from results achieved in the second and third year of their program.

UNSW Honours Year Scholarship - UGCA1120
$5000 - Tax Exempt for 1 year
Residency: There are no residency requirements
Each year ten Honours Year Scholarships are awarded to students who achieve an average Distinction in their respective undergraduate degree programs. The scholarship is only available to students who are enrolled in a degree program where the award of honours requires an extra year of full-time study (48 uoc) over and above the requirements of the pass degree.

Honours Relocation Scholarship - $5000
Applicants must not be current UNSW students and must be Australian permanent residents or Australian/New Zealand citizens in order to be eligible. The Dean of Science Honours Relocation Scholarship is designed to provide opportunities for high-performing students to study their Honours year in the Faculty of Science at the University of New South Wales. This scholarship, goes to cover the costs of relocation of non UNSW students.
For the Application form and further details of the requirements of this Scholarship please go to http://www.science.unsw.edu.au/honours-relocation-scholarships.